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By P G Sturges

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. The latest rousing tale of sex, sleaze, and salvation in the City of Angels, featuring Dick
Henry, the Shortcut Man, by p. g. sturges, whom Michael Connelly calls a worthy successor to
Chandler. In Angel s Gate, Dick Henry is drawn into a case involving an aging but still amorous Los
Angeles movie mogul named Howard Hogue, who keeps a stable of twenty-plus young starlets
available for his highly ritualized and private attentions. Henry is retained by the sister of a young
woman who has gone missing and soon he is becoming friendly with Devi Stanton, the
housemother to the starlets. Despite Devi s morally questionable responsibilities, she is willing to
help (and enjoy the company of) the Shortcut Man, a relationship that will be crucial to his survival.
After Hogue s star director batters one of the starlets in a drug-fueled romp, Henry is drawn into a
deeper mystery from years past involving a haunting death on a boat and a missing screenplay
written by what appears to be a local homeless man. As he peels back layer upon layer of sordid
Hollywood history, Dick...
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ReviewsReviews

The best book i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
book to understand.
-- Ra ina  Sim onis-- Ra ina  Sim onis

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I
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